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Spring Wreath Workshop with Harvest Moon

Adorn your front door for Easter with a bespoke handmade wreath using a
beautiful selection of British foliage embellished with a ribbon to suit your individual
taste.

The Spring wreath is made on a willow base and is filled with spring flowering
plants and bulbs that will come into flower as it hangs on the door, seasonal
foliage, plus fresh and dried flowers.

Starting from scratch learn how to construct a wreath and make it your own that
you will be proud to hang on the door.

Materials used at the workshop will be what is seasonally available in April.

About the artist: Harvest Moon Floral Art is a seasonal, natural, sustainable floral
design studio owned and run by Helen McIlvenny. With an ethos that celebrates the
seasons whilst focusing on sustainably; they work with trusted suppliers and local
flower growers to cut out thousands of air miles each year reducing our carbon
footprint. Additionally, having a good relationship with their flower growers gives
peace of mind that the flowers were grown and farmed in fair conditions and
without the use of pesticides. They also look for alternative resources that are
kinder to the environment when designing their arrangements – they don’t use any
floral foam, avoid using single-use plastics and continually seek out alternative
products that are recyclable or compostable. Their aim is to create beautiful floral
designs whilst being kind to nature.

Further information:

This workshop is designed for all levels of experience, suitable for ages 18+
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Participants are encouraged to arrive around 10-15 minutes ahead of their
workshop.

There is parking on site and we have 2 free overflow car parks on Bermondsey
Street and opposite at The Holy Biscuit.

Please contact art@thebiscuitfactory.com with any queries.
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